C&I Energy Customer
At a glance

Energy Sourced From
DER by 2020*

Increasing Peak-toaverage demand ratio

Tangent is a Distributed Energy
Resources (DER) company that
provides C&I energy customers
with the technology, assets and
managed services needed to
identify and capitalize on
economic opportunities on the
energy grid without disrupting
normal operations.

C&I Energy Customer
Challenges and
Opportunities

DER Challenges for C&I Customers

Effectively, All
Incremental Growth in
Capacity Will Come
From the Customer
Side of the Meter

Enhanced Economics

DER Opportunities

Manage Peaks

•Increased reliability
•Lower capacity and
transmission charges
•Stronger position in commodity
price negotiations

There is an increased reliance on
customer
sited
Distributed
Energy Resources (DER) at the
grid edge. Because of this, with
the
right
technology
C&I
customers can go from being
price takers to price makers in
energy markets.

Energy
Markets

DER Challenges
•Capital Investment
•Predicting peaks accurately
•Monetizing results

Commodity
Price
Negotiations

Est. capacity + transmission rates 2017–2018 in parts of NJ

$186,000

Why Act Now?

per MW/year

Market trends are creating
significant cost and revenue
opportunities in many regional
markets.

Est. Sync Reserve Average Annual Revenue

$60,000
per MW/year

What we offer
Tangent AMP™

Predictive
Tools

Alerts &
Notifications

Active
Energy
Management

On-site
Generation

Software monitors
grid and facility
energy signals

Customers are
notified to
economic
opportunities

Pre-determined
energy management
protocols are
implemented

Added reliability
and savings with
turnkey
generation assets

 Predicts energy peak and pricing
opportunities.

Demand Design™

 Notifies customers and actively
manages
and
monetizes
controllable loads into energy
markets.

Demand Design PLUS™

 Turnkey integration and financing
of on-site generation where it
makes economic sense.

Tangent by the numbers
Tangent is an established DER
provider with a track record of
success with leading energy
retailers, municipal utilities
and C&I customers.

INSTALLED SOLAR CONTRACTED GENERATION LEADING ENERGY RETAILERS

48MW

35MW

10

Cummins Partnership
Tangent and Cummins have
partnered to provide a
turnkey, integrated solution
that combines the reliability
of gas-fired generators with
the enhanced economics of a
Distributed Energy Resource
Management System (DERMS).
Offering includes emission
modification
of
existing
generators.

Case Study

What the industry is saying…

Seaside Heights, NJ
For three weeks after Super Storm Sandy, the borough
of Seaside Height, NJ, relied on three QSK60, twomegawatt Cummins generators to provide power while
many surrounding towns struggled without power.
These same units are now generating nearly$500,000
in combined revenues and savings for the borough.
By combining generators with the predictive
technology and automated dispatch capabilities of
Tangent AMP™, a Distributed Energy Resources
Management System (DERMS), Seaside Heights was
able to participate in PJM’s sync reserve market.
Moving forward, Seaside Heights has the ability to
improve upon these result by using the same
combination of generation + DERMS to predict and
respond to critical peak and pricing periods on the
energy grid. By doing so, the borough will be able to
also lower capacity charges and transmission costs
which will ultimately help Seaside Heights negotiate
better electricity rates.

Download this article at our website:
http://www.tangentenergy.com/?attachment_id=2332

MANAGED MW

5,947MW

